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Chapter 3

RedPool: Slabifying Redzones for

Efficient Spatial Memory Safety

Spatial memory errors such as buffer overflows continue to rank among the top

vulnerabilities in C/C++ programs today. Despite decades of research in the area,

existing solutions have shortcomings in terms of both compatibility and efficiency.

Arguably the most popular approach to enforce spatial memory safety is to sand-

wich every allocated object between two guard areas (“redzones”) to which every

read or write triggers an alarm. Over the years, redzone-based protection has pro-

gressively improved, but even state-of-the-art solutions such as Google’s Address-

Sanitizer still incur high runtime overheads.

In this chapter, we present RedPool, an efficient redzone-based defense against

spatial memory errors. RedPool’s key idea is to “slabify” the memory address

space—reorganizing the heap, stack, and global areas in slab caches that each serve

allocations of a predetermined size class. Since the placement of objects in slabs is

predictable, we can initialize, check, and reuse the redzones’ guard valueswith high

efficiency. We show that slabification dramatically simplifies redzone and meta-

data management, resulting in a geomean performance and memory overhead on

SPEC CPU2006 of only 26% and 28%, respectively. On three web servers, RedPool

decreases throughput by 7-10%.
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46 CHAPTER 3. REDPOOL

3.1 Introduction

Spatial memory errors such as buffer overflows and underflows are a leading cause

of vulnerabilities in programs written in unsafe languages such as C or C++. Nu-

merous research efforts [123; 8; 61; 176; 101; 156; 100] have devised bounds checking

systems that mitigate exploitation of spatial memory errors, by checking if every

dereferenced pointer points to the expected object. Unfortunately, these systems

incur very high performance or memory overhead—unless specialized hardware

support is available [179; 170]. Moreover, bounds checkers impose rules on pointer

manipulations that require compliance to theC standard. This causes compatibility

issues with the many real-world programs that do not strictly comply, hindering

adoption by industry.

In contrast, memory sanitizers such as AddressSanitizer (ASan) [146] detect

spatial software bugs with high recall, catching both exploitable and unexploitable

bounds violations while maintaining compatibility with real-world software. This

is accomplished by surrounding accessiblememory objectswith inaccessible guard

areas known as redzones. Redzone creation and detection requires expensive per-

byte metadata management on object (de)allocation and accessibility checks on

each memory access. This design incurs non-trivial runtime overhead during exe-

cution (86% on SPEC CPU2006 for ASan configured to detect only spatial memory

errors).

In this chapter, we explore the design space of redzoning for the purpose of

efficiently mitigating spatial memory errors.

We present comprehensive memory “slabification” as a key building block to

make metadata management very efficient, while maintaining the same security

guarantees as sanitizers. Slabification also enables the reuse of redzones across

object lifetimes. This in turn enables efficient scaling of redzones to greater

sizes, thus providing better detection guarantees against non-contiguous buffer

overflows/underflows [85] and, even more importantly, against type confusion

bugs. The latter typically yield bounded but non-contiguous out-of-bounds

memory reads/writes that facilitate practical exploitation [103].

In details, with slabification, we group all the memory objects of the same size

class together in the samememory pool, a slab, placing redzones at computable per-

slab intervals and eliminating the need for costly per-byte metadata management

implemented by traditional shadow memory schemes (a la ASan)—since per-slab

metadata suffices. While per-slab metadata makes the management much more

space- and time-efficient, metadata lookups operated by accessibility checks be-

come more expensive. Nonetheless, we show it is possible to effectively address

this problem by initializing redzones with a guard value and skip checks for mem-

ory locations that do not contain the guard value, an idea inspired by early bounds

checkers tailored to 32-bit architectures [87].
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Finally, we capitalize on the particular safety guarantees offered by redzones,

as opposed to complete per-object bounds checking, by designing a novel static

analysis to merge and eliminate subsequent accessibility checks.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

1. We demonstrate “slabification” is a key building block to design efficient and

scalable redzone-based spatial memory safety systems.

2. We show the benefits of slabification for shadow memory management.

3. We evaluate the impact of redzone initializationwith guard values on amod-

ern system and show how redzone reuse can reduce its overhead in larger

redzones.

4. We describe new compiler-based optimizations to eliminate and merge su-

perfluous checks. These optimizations are specifically tailored to the spatial

safety guarantees offered by redzones.

5. We implement and evaluate our prototype RedPool to demonstrate the vi-

ability of our design. We show RedPool yields a SPEC CPU2006 geomean

runtime andmemory overhead of only 26% and 28% (respectively) in its de-

fault configuration of 64-byte redzones. We will open source RedPool upon

acceptance of the corresponding research paper.

3.2 Background

In unmanaged low-level languages such as C and C++, the programmer is respon-

sible for allocating objects in memory and creating pointers to perform operations

on the objects. When this is done incorrectly, a pointer can be made to point out-

side the bounds of its original object. When a program dereferences such an out-

of-bounds pointer, it potentially accesses a different object than intended by the

programmer, introducing a buffer overflow or underflow vulnerability (depending

on the whether the upper or lower bound is violated). Buffer overflows (includ-

ing underflows) can be contiguous or non-contiguous. Contiguous overflows access

each byte starting from the end of an object up to a certain offset. This happens,

for instance, when a program tries to copy a range of bytes into a buffer of insuf-

ficient size, thus overwriting any subsequent object or program metadata (such as

a return address) in the process. Non-contiguous overflows are more powerful:

they add an offset to a pointer to access a value at a specific offset outside the ob-

ject, in the worst case providing an arbitrary read/write primitive that does not

require accessing all bytes leading up to the targeted address. One major source of

non-contiguous overflows are type confusion bugs, caused by unsafe type casts, that

allow an attacker to replace an object pointer with a pointer to a larger object type.

This yields a relative read/write primitive at a bounded offset, up to the largest

difference in confusable object sizes, which facilitates practical exploitation [103].
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To prevent exploitation of spatial memory bugs, numerous research efforts

have coined bounds checking solutions to retrofit unsafe programs with spatial se-

curity checks. Most bounds checkers enforce the strict security invariant that a de-

rived pointermust always point to the samememory object as its base pointer, thus

detecting arbitrary overflows. Unfortunately, the current best efforts in bounds

checking have not been enough to trigger widespread adoption. Overheads re-

main high (67% for the fastest complete solution [61]), despite continuous opti-

mizations. In addition, real-world software often employs unsafe coding patterns

that are fundamentally incompatible with the security invariants enforced by strict

bounds checkers [38]. Hence, the industry has instead adopted a more tolerant

technique called redzoning to detect overflow bugs during software testing while

still maintaining compatibility with unsafe code. This approach pads allocated

memory objects with so-called redzones which are marked inaccessible, causing

compiler-inserted checks to raise runtime errors when dereferenced. While this

approach is compatible with very complex software such as browsers, the over-

head introduced by its metadata management and accessibility checks is high: the

well-known AddressSanitizer (ASan) [146] incurs 86% runtime overhead for spa-

tial bug detection alone.

This high overhead is caused by per-byte metadata management on object

(de)allocation and by metadata accesses each time the application accesses

memory. LBC [87] speeds up the latter by initializing redzones with a known

guard value. When accessed memory does not contain the guard value, it skips

the expensive accessibility check that reads metadata. However, LBC only works

on 32-bit C programs and uses an inefficient two-layered shadow memory that is

unnecessary in modern 64-bit systems. Curiously, to our knowledge, no modern

redzoning approach uses a similar fast-path check.

3.3 Redzoning for security

Amajor difference between proper bounds checking and redzoning is that the lat-

ter only aims to detect spatial memory bugs, while the former aims to completely

mitigate their exploitation. As such, redzoning approaches like ASan are optimized

for a high error detection rate, including errors that do not violate security guar-

antees. At the same time, they provide excellent compatibility by only looking at

accessed memory directly, not imposing any additional rules on pointer manip-

ulation. An interesting question that follows is what happens when we optimize

redzoning for mitigation, ridding the approach of features that are strictly unnec-

essary to enforce spatial safety but keeping its practical compatibility.

To exemplify the difference between sanitization and mitigation, consider

accesses to padding bytes added to irregularly sized objects, as done by high-

performance allocators [73]. While undesirable from a sanitization perspective
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in which the objective is to catch and fix bugs, padding accesses do not directly

harm (spatial) security. From a security perspective, the objective is to mitigate

worst-case exploitation of the bug by an attacker, which concretely means the

access should not be allowed to overflow into neighboring objects. As long as

this is the case, a redzone-based defense can afford to miss padding accesses in

exchange for improved performance.

Another difference is the impact of bounded non-contiguous overflows as

caused by type confusion bugs. These are less interesting for sanitizers because

they typically do not manifest themselves in benign operation. They rather

require memory massaging and a particular program control flow to trigger an

out-of-bounds access. This is exactly the kind of scenario that concerns a defense

against buffer overflows. As discussed in Section 3.2, detecting these attacks

requires redzones to be roughly as big as the biggest (confusable) structure type in

the target program. Since structures can be large, especially in complex software,

this requires an efficient way to scale redzones to larger sizes than currently done

by sanitizers.

3.4 Threat model

We consider an adversary who is able to exploit an existing spatial memory error

vulnerability in the user space of the target program. We consider both overflows

and underflows, contiguous or non-contiguous with offsets up to the size of a red-

zone. This includes bounded non-contiguous overflows caused by type confusion

bugs where the difference in confused object sizes does not exceed the redzone

size, and off-by-one member accesses in arrays of structure types no larger than a

redzone. We protect all user-space memory: stack, heap, and globals, preserving

confidentiality and integrity (reads and writes). Other memory error vulnerabil-

ities such as temporal errors and hardware vulnerabilities such as side channels

are out of scope; these are the subject of extensive literature on orthogonal de-

fenses [22; 6; 160; 82; 180; 111].

3.5 RedPool

As discussed in Section 3.3, current redzone-based spatial memory safety solu-

tions are a valuable tool for the detection of spatial memory bugs (also known as

sanitization). In this chapter, we use redzones to efficientlymitigate vulnerabilities

originating from such bugs entirely in software, which allows for considerable opti-

mizations in metadata management. When used for sanitization, redzoning marks

both redzones and object padding bytes as inaccessible. This requires per-byte ac-

cessibility metadata which typically takes the form of a shadow memory that stores
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redzone slot padding

pool

pool

slabs

Figure 3.1: Memory in RedPool is organized in pools of slabs, each containing equally sized

slots of a given size class, separated by redzones. Objects are padded to fit the slot.

one bit of accessibility information for each byte of application memory. Such

fine-grained metadata management can be expensive in both runtime and mem-

ory usage, but is necessary for an allocation scheme and detection policy inwhich a

memory location containing an object (or padding bytes) can later be used to store

a redzone, and vice-versa. Our focus on mitigations, however, allows a permissive

policy for padding bytes (i.e., can be read or written to without security impli-

cations). This allows us to optimize the allocation scheme for efficient metadata

management. RedPool capitalizes on this observation by reorganizing the entire

address space into slab caches (or pools) containing objects of the same size class,

placing redzones at fixed intervals within each cache (see Figure 3.1).

The proposed organization eliminates the need to “unpoison” redzones (mark-

ing them as accessible) at every object deallocation. Rather, redzones need only

be unpoisonedwhen the containing slab is deallocated and repurposed for a differ-

ent size class. This happens infrequently in typical allocation patterns. Hence, our

slabification design causes a significant reduction of the runtime overhead caused

by redzone unpoisoning. Performance can be even further improved when size

classes are picked such that all redzones are placed at fixed alignments, allowing

for simpler access checks. We discuss these shadow memory improvements in

Section 3.5.5 and evaluate it in a variant of RedPool called RedShadow.

Moreover, RedPool can even completely eliminate the need for a shadowmem-

ory. Because each slab is associated with metadata containing its size class, the

problem of checkingwhether a pointer falls within a redzone is reduced to locating

the base and size class for the pointed slab and performing simple address calcu-

lations. Consequently, RedPool’s design reduces memory overhead to only that of

slabification (due to any additional fragmentation) and redzone (over)allocation.

This is a net gain in our benchmarks (see Section 3.7.2).

In addition, predictable redzone placement allows redzones–both their meta-

data and any written guard values–to be reused across object lifetimes. Because

this limits the number of redzone initializations, it enables cheap scaling of red-

zones to larger sizes. Redzone scalability improves security by enabling detection
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of bounded non-contiguous overflows (as discussed in Section 3.2, this requires

redzones to be roughly as big as the biggest structure type in the target program).

To concretely detect redzone accesses, RedPool relies on compiler-based in-

strumentation to automatically insert checks at each memory read/write opera-

tion that needs out-of-bounds validation. To speed up the checks, RedPool fills

each redzone with a known guard value and inserts a fast check that skips the

slower per-slab metadata lookup if the guard value is not matched. RedPool lazily

initializes the guard values of each memory object and reuses such values for fu-

ture object allocations reusing the same memory. This redzone caching strategy

completely eliminates redzone/metadata management operations at object allo-

cation/deallocation time, yielding an efficient defense that scales well with the

redzone size.

Finally, RedPool leverages redzone-aware static analysis at the compiler level

to skip unnecessary checks and merge checks of adjacent memory ranges. We

elaborate on each of RedPool’s components in the remainder of this section.

3.5.1 Slabification

RedPool slabifies the address space by clusteringmemory objects of the same range

of sizes (or size class) in matching slabs (Figure 3.2). Slots in each slab are inter-

leaved with redzones. To determine whether a pointer is in a redzone, one only

needs the start address and the size class of its slab. Such information is stored in

per-slab metadata, which is only updated at slab creation/destruction time by the

slab allocator itself. Using this information, a bounds check computes the distance

of the dereferenced pointer to the next redzone and compares it to the number of

dereferenced bytes, yielding an error if the distance is exceeded.

To realize this design for arbitrary memory accesses, all objects (heap, stack

and global) must be allocated from slabs.

Heap On the heap, a suitable slab organization is already provided by commodity

high-performance memory allocators such as TCMalloc [73], which typically use

slab allocation to efficiently implement per-thread caching of heap objects. Red-

Pool piggybacks on these efforts and extends their design by supporting redzone

allocation between slab slots. The allocator already maintains metadata for each

slab that stores its start address and size class. Hence, RedPool does not need to

store any additional metadata for heap slabs.

Stack To slabify the stack, we split it into multiple stacks, each acting as a slab for

objects of the same size class. We instrument each stack allocation in the program

to use the base pointer for the requested size class instead of the regular stack. The

regular stack still exists, and is used for programmetadata such as return addresses
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long glob1 ;

struct { long a; long b; } glob2 ;

void foo(int n) {

int * heap1 = ( int *) malloc (16);

void * heap2 = malloc (32);

void * heap3 = malloc (32);

long stack1 [3];

}

glob1 glob2

heap1 free · · ·

heap2 · · ·

heap3 · · ·

· · · stack1

global (16 bytes)

heap (16 bytes)

heap (32 bytes)

stack (32 bytes)

new stack pointer initial stack pointer

Figure 3.2: An example of slabification with size classes 16 and 32. Objects are padded if

needed and separated by redzones. Here, heap3 is allocated in a new slab because the slab

containing heap2 is full.

and for regular use by uninstrumented libraries. As an optimization, objects that

are statically proven to only be dereferenced in-bounds are kept on the regular

stack; these do not require slabification since their memory accesses are left unin-

strumented (see Section 3.5.4). To provide a fast metadata lookup for redzone

checks on the stack, we allocate stacks on the heap in order to reuse the efficient

metadata store of heap slabs, using a single (otherwise unused) bit of metadata to

indicate that the slab is a stack slab that grows down in the address space. The

end pointer of each slab minus one redzone is the initial stack pointer for the stack

of that size class (see Figure 3.2). Because stacks are allocated per thread, stack

pointers are stored in the thread-local storage (TLS). For high efficiency, we store

the stack pointers directly without an intermediate lookup table. In other words,

we decide at compile time which stack pointer to use for each stack object. List-

ing 3.1 demonstrates how stack allocations are instrumented in this way. To be

able to pick a stack pointer, the object size must be known at compile time. The

transformation enforces this by automatically moving dynamically sized objects

(e.g., calls to alloca) to the heap, transforming them into malloc calls. We insert

calls to free at the end of the object’s lifetime, which we determine using domi-
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void check_slow ( void *address , size_t naccess );

void check_fast ( void *address , size_t naccess );

void init_redzone ( void * address );

__thread char * stackp32 ; // s l ab (32−byte s l o t s )
const size_t rz; // redzone s i z e
void foo(int n) {

/* char buf [ 3 0 ] ; */ // rep lace a l l o c a t i o n :
stackp32 -= 32 + rz;

init_redzone ( stackp32 );

char *buf = stackp32 + rz;

check_slow (buf , n);

memset (buf , 0, n); // dynamic range
check_fast (& buf [10] , 1);

buf [10] = ’x’; // element at o f f s e t 10
check_fast (buf , 4);

*( int *) buf = 2; // 4−byte access
stackp32 += 32 + rz;

}

Listing 3.1: Example of instrumentation emitted by RedPool for memory accesses to a stack

object.

nance frontiers [121]. Of our evaluated benchmarks, only 403.gcc contains unsafe

dynamically sized stack objects. Moving these to the heap incurs no runtime over-

head.

Globals Slabification of globals is done entirely at compile time, which is possible

because all global objects are known a priori. Global objects are divided into two

arrays of slabs: one constant and one mutable. Each slab contains all globals of a

certain size class. Each global variable is placed in a slot that is padded with zeroes

up to its size class. Redzones between the slots are initialized at compile time in

the global initializer of the slab array, which ends up in the corresponding data

sections of the binary (.rodata and .data). Metadata for global slabs, i.e. the size

classes of slabs in the arrays, is stored in an (unslabified) global in a helper runtime

library.

Size classes All transformations preserve alignment requirements by choosing a

size class that is a multiple of the alignment. Size classes are determined such that

object alignments are easily satisfied, and such that small objects (which form the

vastmajority of allocations) do not needmuch padding other than already inserted

for common alignments. The set of size classes is configured independently for

stack, heap, and globals.
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Algorithm 1 High-level bounds check. The actual implementation is highly
optimized and reuses the loaded value for reads instead of calling load_byte.
redzone_distance is implemented differently for heap/stack/globals.

offset← 0
while offset < naccess do
if load_byte(address + offset) = guard_value then

slab← get_slab(address)
sizeclass← get_sizeclass(slab)
dist← redzone_distance(slab, address, sizeclass)
if dist < 0 ∨ naccess > dist then
raise_error(out of bounds)

end if
end if
offset← offset + redzone_size

end while

3.5.2 Fast checks using guard values

RedPool uses guard values to quickly filter benign memory accesses. The guard

value is a single byte that is stored in each redzone byte when an object is allo-

cated. When a bounds check checks whether a redzone is accessed, it first com-

pares the byte value at the accessed location to the guard value, and only continues

the check if the values match. Algorithm 1 shows this in detail. Because the size

of a memory access can be bigger than the redzone size, one fast check is emitted

for each redzone_size bytes of the access (see Figure 3.3). Otherwise, an attacker

might abuse a largememory access that starts before the redzone and thus does not

contain the guard value in the first byte, but crosses the entire redzone to access

the next object slot. As a result, for very large memory accesses, the performance

gain of doing fast checks is overcome by the number of fast checks that are needed.

Hence, we only emit a limited number of fast checks per memory accesses (8 by

default, determined experimentally) that is still beneficial for performance. Mem-

ory accesses of dynamic size (e.g., memcpy-like calls with non-constant size) are

treated as potentially very large and thus not fast-checked. Listing 3.1 shows the

instrumentation emitted by RedPool on a stack object. Astute readersmay observe

that in the presence of specific type confusion bugs, it may be possible to do an un-

aligned memory access that starts before and ends in the redzone. We discuss this

case in detail in Section 3.9.

As an optimization, fast checks for memory reads reuse the first byte of the

loaded value where possible rather than inserting an additional load of a single

byte. For writes, no value is available and a byte load is emitted instead.

Since the protected application can use arbitrary memory values, the guard

value may be loaded in benign memory accesses outside of a redzone. RedPool
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char buf [64];

memset (buf , 0, 96);

buf

memset

checks

Figure 3.3: Fast checks on a stack object with 64-byte redzones. The access spans more than a

redzone and is checked by fast-checking every 64 bytes, failing on the second check.

deals with such cases by doing a slow check when it encounters the guard value.

Slow checks operate regular per-slab metadata lookups to determine whether the

program is accessing a redzone. To limit runtime overhead caused by slow checks,

it is vital to choose a sparsely occurring guard value in order to limit the number

of false positives. Such a value is application-specific, but, in practice, the mem-

ory footprint of typical applications shows recurring common values (we want to

avoid). Section 3.7.4 elaborates on this aspect.

3.5.3 Redzone initialization and reuse

In an unmodified memory layout, redzones are not placed at predictable locations.

They must therefore be allocated and initialized every time an object is allocated,

which is inefficient especially when supporting large redzones and high-frequency

stack allocations. The slabified memory layout of RedPool places redzones at pre-

dictable locations, allowing it to initialize a redzone only once and then reusing it

when another object is allocated in the same slot. Avoiding duplicate initialization

in this way can yield a scalable implementation that efficiently supports redzones

of different sizes. Redzone reuse only applies to stack and heap memory, since the

lifetime of global variables spans the entire program execution (i.e., globalmemory

is never reused).

The key challenge is to determine whether a redzone is initialized, since this

information is not readily available without maintaining some form of metadata.

To avoid the cost of recording such metadata, RedPool uses page faults to lazily

initialize redzones: when a memory page is accessed for the first time, the mem-

ory controller triggers a page fault that is caught by the operating system to allocate

and initialize the page. RedPool interfaceswith the operating system tohandle page

faults in user space, initializing any redzone residing in the page. For this purpose,

it only needs to know the start and size class of the slab containing the page, which

it obtains from per-slab metadata. This metadata is maintained by the allocator in

a mapping with the upper address bits of each mapped memory page as its keys. A
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dedicated polling thread handles page faults by initializing any redzones residing in

the faulting page (including partial redzones). Note that execution of the poller/-

computation threads is interleaved: during the handing of a page fault, the main

computation thread waits for the fault handler thread to finish, and otherwise the

fault handler thread waits for the next page fault. Because only one thread runs at

a time, there is no “hidden” overhead on a separate core. However, the cost of each

page fault is increased by initialization overhead (switching thread contexts, ker-

nel mode switching, and mapping/writing/copying the page). Section 3.7.1 shows

this cost is measurable but small for most benchmarks.

To measure the impact of redzone reuse on performance, RedPool supports

disabling reuse, instead initializing redzones upon each object allocation on the

stack and heap. RedPool can still do this more efficiently than existing solutions,

by only initializing the right redzone of each object. The left redzone is the same

as the right redzone of the preceding slot and is guaranteed to have been initialized

when the current slot is allocated. On the stack, this is trivially true because objects

are allocated linearly (down in the address space). On the heap, it is true because

when our slab allocator creates a slab, it creates a freelist of objects in left-to-right

order. The only exception is the left redzone of the first slot in a slab, which we

initialize when allocating the slab.

Initialization of a redzone is done by a simple memset call. The compiler typ-

ically optimizes this to Streaming SIMD (SSE) operations on x86-64, writing the

redzone 16 bytes (128 bits) at a time. In other words, initializing the 64-byte upper

redzone for a single object only takes 4 instructions. Moreover, in contrast to out-

of-band metadata management in shadowmemory, redzone initialization happens

close to the allocated object. This is beneficial to cache locality, since the object is

expected to be used shortly after allocation.

3.5.4 Check elimination and merging

A bounds check must be emitted before every memory access in the program that

might dereference an out-of-bounds pointer. In practice, many memory accesses

only access a single memory object that is defined within the same function as

the memory access. In this case, the access can be statically proven to be in-

bounds if the range of accessed bytes does not exceed the object bounds, and no

bounds check is emitted. Similar to existing solutions [87; 146], RedPool imple-

ments this optimization by utilizing use-def chains [121] to find constant allocation

sizes. While existing solutions only detect object sizes for stack and global objects,

RedPool also detects object sizes for known heap allocation functions in C/C++, in

particular the malloc and new families.

In addition to eliminating superfluous checks, RedPool merges checks of

adjacent memory accesses where possible, a redzone-driven optimization imple-
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int *p = (int *) malloc (n);

// check p [0] → check p [ 0 : 2 ]
p[0] = 1;

// check p [ 1 ] → removed
p[1] = 2;

// check p [2] → removed
p[2] = 3;

Listing 3.2: An example of check merging.

mented by RedPool for the first time. Listing 3.2 exemplifies this: three bounds

checks of 4 bytes aremerged into one check of 12 bytes. Merging is done iteratively

within a function until no more merging is possible, comparing each pair (A, B)

of checks and merging B into A iff they meet each of the following conditions:

1. A properly dominates B.

2. B post-dominates A.

3. The accessed memory ranges are mergeable.

Memory ranges [startA, endA) and [startB , endB) are considered mergeable iff

one of the following conditions holds, leading to the removal of B and an update of

startA or endA:

• startB = startA ∧ endB ≤ endA

• startB = endA ⇒ endA ← endB

• startA = endB ⇒ startA ← startB

Note that we only merge completely overlapping or directly adjacent accesses.

Partially overlapping ranges are also mergeable, but are omitted because they are

uncommon and carry implementation difficulties.

Check merging is possible in redzone-based bounds checking because checks

only assert the relaxed invariant that no redzone is being accessed. In other words,

it checks the accessibility of accessedmemory ranges, and ranges are mergeable. A

strict bounds check would rather check the origin of each pointer, and pointers are

not mergeable.

3.5.5 Shadow memory

RedPool uses per-slab metadata to record redzone locations, avoiding the use of

a shadow memory by default. This eliminates the memory overhead and redzone

poisoning overhead imposed by a shadowmemory, in exchange for a less efficient

slow-path check. For some select use cases, however, this may not be a good trade.

In particular, consider an application that performs few allocations (infrequent

poisoning) but frequently accessesmemory (many checks) and frequently uses the
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guard value benignly (many slow path hits). If the priority is to minimize runtime

overhead (even at the cost of memory overhead), it makes sense to optimize the

slow-path check instead. In the slabified memory layout of RedPool, this can still

be accomplished efficiently using a shadowmemory. Evenwhen not using per-slab

metadata, slabification simplifies shadow memory management in two ways.

First, predictable redzone placement eliminates the need to unpoison redzones

at object deallocation. Rather, redzones need only be unpoisoned when the con-

taining slab is deallocated and repurposed for a different size class. This happens

infrequently in typical allocation patterns.

Second, slabification enforces alignment on redzones: each object slot in a slab

is aligned to at least N bytes (8 in our implementation). As long as the redzone

size is a multiple of N bytes, each redzone is also N -byte aligned. Because we

only need to poison redzones in our shadow memory (and not padding bytes)

this means we only need one bit of shadow memory per N bytes of application

memory. This opens up two directions for optimization: the shadow memory

can be compressed by a factor N , saving memory, or it can store more coarse-

grained information (each shadow byte representing N application bytes) to

speed up accessibility checks. The improved check only needs to check whether

the shadow byte is non-zero. For an alignment of 8 bytes, this boils down to:

if (shadowmem[address » 3]) raise_error();

To study the effect of slabification on shadowmemory performance, we imple-

mented RedShadow: a variant of RedPool with a shadowmemory based slow-path

check. To achieve high runtime efficiency in use cases such as described above,

we implemented RedShadow using optimized accessibility checks and equipped it

with a fast-path check using guard values. We chose not to pursue the idea of ag-

gressive shadow memory compression because it complicates accessibility checks

while still suffering from higher memory overhead than the default operation of

RedPool which uses no shadow memory at all.

3.6 Implementation

We have implemented a prototype of RedPool on Linux op top of the LLVM [105]

compiler infrastructure (version 7.0). The code consists of ca. 1800 SLOC of LLVM

C++ passes for inserting redzone checks and slabification of stack/globals. In ad-

dition, we made ca. 1600 SLOC changes to the TCMalloc [73] memory allocator

(version 2.7) to implement heap slabification. Finally, a 900 SLOC C/C++ static li-

brary implements runtime helpers for our LLVM passes and the page fault handler

for redzone reuse.

To harden a program with RedPool, the programmer adds a compiler flag that

invokes our passes and links the code with our modified memory allocator. The
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resulting binary can then be run as-is, raising an error when an out-of-bounds ac-

cess is detected within a redzone. We install a handler to report an error with the

address of the violation and gracefully stop program execution in such cases.

We apply our compiler passes after optimizations, including link-time opti-

mizations (LTO). This ensures that inserted instrumentation does not to interfere

with any analysis used by these optimizations. After running our passes, we selec-

tively run link-time optimizations such as function inlining again to optimize the

instrumentation as well.

3.6.1 Slabification

For slabification of heap objects, we use the TCMalloc [73] memory allocator. TC-

Malloc organizes objects in slab caches by default without allocating any redzones.

Each slab is a contiguous range or memory pages that has been assigned a size

class. We modified TCMalloc to allocate redzones between slots in a slab, and to

initialize the redzones in case reuse is disabled for a comparative evaluation. Very

large object allocations constitute a special case because they require alignment of

a system page. TCMalloc handles such allocations by directly returning a contigu-

ous slab with size class 0. We extend this by allocating one 4KB guard page both

at the start and end of the object rather than allocating small redzones. Any access

in a guard page yields a redzone violation error. In other words, the redzone size

for very large objects is always 4KB.

A compiler pass, based on LLVM’s internal SafeStack [32], slabifies the stack.

We modified the pass to support multiple “unsafe” stacks and to allocate/initial-

ize redzones. A runtime support library allocates the stacks and stores the stack

pointers in the TLS when a new thread is created.

Another compiler pass slabifies global variables, grouping them together in one

constant array and one mutable array. The arrays contain the slab for each size

class, interleaved with initialized redzones between slots and zeroed padding ar-

eas between slabs for alignment. References to global variables throughout the

program are replaced with offsets into one of the the arrays, which are flattened to

a single constant address during linking.

We rely on TCMalloc to determine the object size classes used by our slabi-

fication library. TCMalloc pre-computes a list of (at most 128) size classes based

on its configuration parameters, including object alignment and page size, and use

the same size classes for stack allocations and global objects. Large stack/global

objects that do not fit in any of the precomputed size classes are assigned a new,

unique size class. This rarely occurs in practice.
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3.6.2 Inserting redzone checks

Algorithm 1 describes the instrumentation emitted for a bounds check at each un-

safe memory access by our compiler pass. For dereferencing instructions, we con-

sider LLVM’s load and store instructions and memory intrinsics (which cover

calls to the memcpy family). We also support calls to memcpy to be comparable with

AddressSanitizer.

We experimented with different levels of function inlining and found the best

performance when inserting the fast check comparison directly as a instruction,

and emitting a function call for the slow check. Within this helper, we aggressively

inline the different helpers that perform the redzone check on heap/stack/globals.

We use a low branch weight (the compiler equivalent of an unlikely macro) on

the basic block containing the helper call to aid branch prediction in detecting the

common case of a successful fast check.

To eliminate overlapping checks and merge adjacent checks, we use the Scalar

Evolution analysis of LLVM to compare memory ranges accessed by dereferencing

instructions. Section 3.5.4 details the optimization algorithm.

3.6.3 Page fault handling for redzone reuse

Initialization of redzones with guard values is done once per redzone upon a page

fault. We use the userfaultfd system call in Linux to catch page faults in user

space when a page is accessed for the first time, initializing all redzones in the

faulting page. Our modified TCMalloc registers any pages it maps with the oper-

ating system. The OS in turn reports page faults through a file descriptor, which

are handled by a dedicated polling thread. To determine the locations of redzones

to initialize, the page fault handler looks up the start address and size class of the

slab containing a page in a lookup table maintained by TCMalloc, which maps the

upper address bits of the page to the metadata of its slab.

3.6.4 Uninstrumented libraries

RedPool is compatible with uninstrumented libraries by design. Stack/global ob-

jects in these libraries are allocated on the unslabified memory, and are not pro-

tected by RedPool. When a memory access in instrumented code dereferences a

pointer to such an unprotected object, the checkwill always succeed: if the pointed

memory does not contain the guard value, the fast check succeeds and the slow

check is skipped. Otherwise, the slow check cannot locate the slab metadata for

the address and therefore succeeds.
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3.7 Evaluation

We evaluated RedPool in terms of performance, configuration, and security.

Specifically, we use the real-world benchmarks in SPEC CPU2006 to measure the

performance overhead which we break down in terms of allocation, initialization,

and checking overhead. In addition, we measure the impact of our optimizations,

and examine how the redzone size influences performance. Next, we analyze the

optimal choice for the guard value. We also measure the performance impact of

RedPool on three major web servers. Finally, we analyze the security guarantees

offered by RedPool.

3.7.1 Performance

Experimental setup Following good benchmarking practices [161], we evaluated

RedPool on the complete set of C and C++ programs of the SPEC CPU2006 bench-

marking suite [88], for the following reasons. First, the suite consists of workloads

for 19 carefully selected real-world programs (including a Perl interpreter, a com-

piler, an XML parser and various simulations) that collectively provide a realistic

indication of a system’s performance and have been extensively used in prior work

in the area. Second, unlike more I/O intensive benchmarks which may hide some

of the overhead behind blocking I/O calls, the computationally intensive bench-

marks in SPECCPUmeasure the actual overhead of the instrumentation in running

code.

For our experiments, we used Intel Xeon E5-2630v3 machines with 16 cores

at 2.40 GHz and 64 GB of memory, running 64-bit CentOS 7.4.1708. Each mea-

surement reported is the median of five iterations of the same program (using the

reference workload for SPEC), and we manually verified standard deviations to

be below 1%. For the baseline, we enabled link-time optimizations and used an

unmodified TCMalloc-2.7 as the memory allocator. Note that TCMalloc has a ge-

omean speedup of 4% compared to the default GNU allocator and up to 30% for a

single benchmark (483.xalancbmk).

Redzone scaling To evaluate scalability, we benchmarked RedPool with increas-

ing redzone size, both with and without reuse. Figure 3.4 shows the geometric

mean runtime overhead for each configuration. For 16-byte redzones, perfor-

mance does not benefit from redzone reuse because initializing a redzone is

very efficient—requiring a single instruction that writes a 128-bit value from an

SSE register. As we increase the redzone size, so does the runtime overhead.

When reuse is enabled, however, the increase is significantly lower. Indeed, up

to 64 bytes, the overhead does not increase at all. Even at 768 bytes, the runtime

overhead is only 47%—versus 84% without reuse, an improvement of 44%.
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Figure 3.4: Geomean overhead on SPEC CPU2006 of increasing redzone size with reuse

disabled and enabled.

Figure 3.4 also shows the geomean memory overhead introduced by RedPool.

In a configuration with 32-byte redzones (and reuse disabled), its memory over-

head is only 6%. Next to a negligible amount of slab metadata maintained for stack

and globals, the only sources of overhead in RedPool are redzone overallocation

and internal fragmentation due to slabification (which puts previously adjacent

objects into different slabs). As such, the overhead increases linearly with the red-

zone size for each benchmark. Enabling reuse adds a constant 14-20 percentage

points of memory overhead that is used by the page fault handling thread. In the

default configuration of 64-byte redzones with reuse enabled, this in fact makes

up the majority of the 28% memory overhead.

Redzone checks To gain insights into the overhead of the various components

that make up RedPool, we also ran configurations with some of the components

disabled. Figure 3.5 shows the breakdown of the overhead on a configuration of

16-byte redzones, the fastest configuration when reuse is disabled. The results al-

low for several interesting observations. First, most of the overhead, 20 percentage
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Figure 3.5: Runtime overhead of 16-byte redzones without reuse on SPEC CPU2006. Shows

increasing overhead for stacking components: redzone allocation, filling redzones with guard

values, fast checks, and slow checks when fast checks find the guard value. Merged checks

and safe accesses (shown in light colors) are optimized out by default.

points out of 26, is incurred by fast checks that compare the first byte of eachmem-

ory access to the guard value. This is expected, since such checks are frequent, but

their individual performance impact is relatively low. This stems from RedPool’s

fast checks reading memory just before an existing memory access to the same

location, preserving cache locality.

Slow checks, which are rare, incur ten times less overhead overall. To compare

these contributions to the overhead more closely, we installed runtime counters

on the number of fast and slow checks, respectively, and found that only 0.1% of

all memory accesses in these benchmarks require a slow check. This means that

slow checks take two orders of magnitude more time to perform than fast checks.

In other words, our design derives its performance from adhering to Amdahl’s

Law to “make the common case fast” [9]. Consequently, it can afford a runtime

performance hit in the uncommon case in order to compact the memory footprint

required by slow check metadata. An exceptional case is 470.lbm, which shows a

dramatic reduction in overhead when slow checks are enabled, resulting in a net

performance improvement of 4% when protected by RedPool. We attribute this to

a coincidental improvement in cache locality: redzone overallocation can cause

small heap objects to end up in a slab with a larger size class than before, together

with with larger objects used in the same hot code path.
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Figure 3.6: Runtime overhead buildup of 16-byte redzones with reuse enabled on

SPEC CPU2006. The figure shows increasing overhead for stacking components: an empty

userfaultfd page fault handler, redzone allocation, lazily filling redzones on page faults, and

(fast+slow) checks.

Redzone initialization Redzone allocation and initialization is very fast in the con-

figuration of 16-byte redzones, incurring only 4% overhead combined. However,

the impact of allocation and initialization clearly increases with the redzone size,

as seen in Figure 3.4. While the overhead of the checks is a dominant impact factor

in almost all benchmarks, the cost of redzone allocation and initialization depends

highly on the memory footprint of the application. 400.perlbench, for instance,

allocates many small objects and pays a steep price for doing so, while 401.bzip

does only a few allocations once and performs its main computation without allo-

cating new objects.

With reuse enabled, however, initialization overhead is greatly reduced to only

1% geomean, as shown by the blue and red bars in Figure 3.6. This is the expected

effect of reuse, but the benefit is compensated by the additional overhead of user-

space page fault handling (the yellow bars). Because this overhead is fixed and

not dependent on the redzone size, scaling up the redzone size only increases the

time spent on redzone allocation and initialization. Therefore, initializing large

redzones amortizes the cost of page fault handling, as we observed earlier in Fig-

ure 3.4.
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Impact of optimizations We also benchmarked RedPool with andwithout the op-

timizations to observe their impact, resulting in the lightly colored ghost bars in

Figure 3.5. Eliminating “safe checks” for accesses that are statically proven to be

in-bounds, reduces the overhead by 5 percentage points. This is especially effec-

tive on 400.perlbench, 453.povray, and 470.lbm, which do many allocations that

are used safely within the same function. Merging checks of adjacent memory

ranges leads to the same improvement of 5 percentage points, but on different

benchmarks. For example, the overhead of 456.hmmer is reduced by 42% because

its main computation loop dereferences many subsequent array elements that can

be merged into a single check. After optimizations, none of the overheads exceed

58%.

3.7.2 Comparison of redzone-based mitigations

A direct performance comparison of RedPool with related work is difficult be-

cause other redzone-based systems have different security guarantees and are eval-

uated differently. LBC only works on C programs on 32-bit architectures due to its

shadowmemory organization and is only evaluated on a subset of SPEC CPU2000.

Amodern, comparable reimplementation of LBCwould use a flat shadowmemory,

likeASan, and instrument C/C++ programs. Hence, ASan is the closest comparable

system, evenmore so because of its integration in the Clang compiler, which allows

us to benchmark it on our experimental setup. To fairly compare performance, we

benchmarked ASan without temporal error detection by disabling quarantining1.

This avoids “poisoning” of objects upon deallocation and eliminates any memory

overhead of the quarantine. We used the default ASan redzone size (32 bytes,

since ASan only allows to configure the redzone size for specific cases), the default

GNU memory allocator for the ASan baseline (providing ASan with its natural,

but slower—hence advantageous—baseline), and enabled link-time optimizations

in both the baseline and ASan. We compare this configuration for spatial detection

against RedPool and RedShadow–our shadowmemory based RedPool variant pre-

sented in Section 3.5.5—with the same redzone size, with reuse disabled because of

its limited benefit for small redzones. We additionally benchmarked each system

with accessibility checks disabled to isolate the overhead ofmetadatamanagement.

Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the measured runtime and memory overheads.

The results show that slabification indeed has clear performance benefits for

metadata management, both for shadow memory poisoning and guard value ini-

tialization: RedPool and RedShadow impose 4 and 6% geomean runtime overhead

respectively versus 24% for ASan. In addition, their optimized accessibility checks

are much cheaper than ASan’s which are based on per-byte shadow memory.

1We did so by adding thread_local_quarantine_size_kb=0, quarantine_size_mb=0 and
detect_stack_use_after_return=0 to ASAN_OPTIONS.
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To verify that this gain does not only stem from using guard values, we also

benchmarked RedShadow without guard values—the green bar in Figure 3.7.

While ASan outperforms this RedShadow configuration in some benchmarks,

most benchmarks show a large gain for the simplified checks in RedShadow.

In fact, our shadow memory based RedShadow implementation with fast path

slightly outperforms RedPool in this 32-byte redzone configuration: 24% vs. 27%

geomean runtime overhead. This presents a trade-off between runtime and mem-

ory overhead, since the latter is much higher when using a shadow memory (12%

vs. 6% geomean). Therefore, our configurable framework allows users to opti-

mize the configuration based on resource constraints. Note that both instances

use much less memory than ASan (29% geomean) on average for the same red-

zone size.

3.7.3 Comparison with pointer-based bounds checkers

Wealso compare against state-of-the-art bounds checkers that implement efficient

metadata management based on pointer tagging, to understand RedPool’s perfor-

mance improvements to solutions that offer complete (i.e., non-redzone-based)

bounds checking. We limit our analysis to software-only solutions, as hardware-

based ones either require custom hardware [170] or rely on specific ISA extensions

(such as Intel MPX [179] and AArch64 top-byte-ignore [147]) that limit their ap-

plicability to select microarchitectures andmay fail to gain long-term support from

vendors [104].

Low-Fat Pointers [61] is the fastest known solution that protects both the upper

and lower bound. We compare RedPool against Low-Fat Pointers in its most op-

timized load+store and store-only configurations. We again used the default GNU

memory allocator for the Low-Fat baseline but disabled link-time optimizations

(not supported by Low-Fat), providing Low-Fat with a natural but significantly

slower—hence advantageous—baseline. Low-Fat Pointers reports false positives

on six benchmarks out of the box (perlbench, gcc, milc, namd, soplex, h264ref)

due to benign (undereferenced) out-of-bounds pointers. To address this prob-

lem, we used the blacklist provided by the Low-Fat authors to omit instrumen-

tation on a number of functions in these benchmarks. This fixed (some) compat-

ibility problems—433.milc is incorrectly transformed causing an erroneous out-

put and is therefore omitted in the following results—but removed instrumenta-

tion (i.e., both protection guarantees and overhead) from functions encompassing

thousands of lines of code, including some hot spots in the code. For the load+store

and store-only configurations, we ultimatelymeasured best-case overheads of 67%

and 20% respectively vs. 27% and 11% for RedPool’s default configuration (we im-

plemented the store-only configuration in RedPool by simply skipping load-based

checks). For both configurations, despite the less advantageous baseline, RedPool’s
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Figure 3.7: Runtime overhead of RedPool, RedShadow, and ASan (configured for spatial

detection), all with 32-byte redzones.
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Figure 3.8: Memory overhead of RedPool, RedShadow, and ASan (configured for spatial

detection), all with 32-byte redzones.
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redzone-based approach yields a clear performance benefit compared to Low-Fat’s

complete bounds checking and none of the compatibility issues.

We also compare RedPool to our own work in Chapter 2, Delta Pointers, be-

cause it is the fastest currently known bounds checker. Delta Pointers uses pointer

tagging to protect only the upper bound. To run SPEC, Delta Pointers needs small

source patches (a couple of lines) for 403.gcc and 450.soplex. We measured its

runtime overhead at 35% compared to 26% for RedPool for loads+stores (Delta

Pointers do not support a store-only configuration because they invalidate pointers

directly). For less overhead, RedPool can guard both bounds (although only pro-

viding redzone-based protection) and provide the better compatibility of redzone-

based detection systems.

In summary, state-of-the-art solutions based onpointer tagging detect arbitrary

overflows to offer high protection, but this comes at the cost of compatibility and

performance. RedPool presents a new solution at the opposite side of the spec-

trum, relaxing protection guarantees, but providing a more practical solution with

high performance and compatibility for real-world systems software.

3.7.4 Redzone characterization

Occurrences of the guard value in application memory outside a redzone cause a

slow check when dereferenced. To achieve high efficiency, it is important to limit

the number of slow checks by choosing a guard value that occurs sparsely. We in-

strumented SPEC to log the first byte at the time of eachmemory access and plotted

the occurrences of each byte value in Figure 3.9. The aim of this profiling run is to

find values that occur sparsely consistently across different types of programs, in

order to find a suitable default guard value. We make several observations:

• Values 0 and 1 are (unsurprisingly) the most common—as these are default

initializers. This extends to a lesser degree to low values under 20. Similarly,

the value 255 (used in bitmasks) is best avoided.

• Text-processing applications such as 483.xalancbmk,

400.perlbench and 401.bzip show spikes in the range of printable

ASCII characters (up to 127) and in particular alphabetic characters (65-90

and 97-122).

• Powers of 2 and their multiples are prevalent.

• Some benchmarks show recurring spikes at the multiples of some

application-specific number.

From these observations, we conclude that a suitable default guard value is a

prime number between 127 and 255 (exclusive). Such a number is outside of the

ASCII range and cannot be a multiple of any other number, including powers of

two. To determine the default guard value of RedPool, we ordered the byte values
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Figure 3.9: Byte values at dereferenced addresses in SPEC CPU2006. Bin i shows what

percentage of dereferenced addresses contains value i in the first byte. Highlighted bin 223

shows the default guard value of RedPool.

by occurrence and found that the least occurring value is 221, followed closely

(with negligible difference) by 217 and 223. Since 223 is a prime number above

127, we chose it as the default guard value.

Even though these observations stem from a limited set of programs, they are

generic in nature and likely extend to other programs. For any application, the only

way to pick the optimal guard value is to do a profiling run with a representative

workload. For some applications, however, this is not feasible, for instance when

no such workload is available. In these cases we recommend using a default value

that meets the requirements stated above.

3.7.5 Web servers

Wehave benchmarked both our LTO-enabledTCMalloc baseline andRedPool’s de-

fault configuration (64-byte redzones, reuse enabled) on three major web servers:

Nginx 1.17.4, Apache 2.4.41 and Lighttpd 1.4.54. We instrumented loadable mod-

ules and non-system libraries (including APR and APR-Util) for all servers. We

used two Intel Xeon Silver 4110 machines—server and client—each with 8 hyper-

threaded cores at 2.10 GHz and 32 GB of memory, connected by a dedicated 100

Gbit/s network link. We enabled use of Linux’s sendfile and used a large num-

ber of keepalive connections with a short timeout. We ran our experiments with

16 worker processes, requesting 64-byte pages for 30 seconds using the wrk [74]

benchmark with an increasing number of concurrent connections. We repeated

each experiment 11 times and report the medians here. All standard deviations

are less than 1% except for 99-percentile latency for which it goes up to 2.6%. We

determined the saturation point as the number of connections with the highest

throughput at 100% CPU utilization. Figure 3.10 illustrates our methodology. Ta-

ble 3.1 details the performance impact with RedPool for all servers: at saturation,

throughput degrades by only 7-10% and 99-percentile latency increases by 5-15%.
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Figure 3.10: Web server throughput with increasing client connections. E.g., the Nginx

baseline achieves its maximum throughput at saturation (100% CPU utilization) at 250

connections, at which point the throughput degradation is 7% with RedPool.

Table 3.1: Web server overhead at saturation: throughput degradation and increase in

50/75/90/99 percentile latency.

Saturation Throughput Latency increase
connections degradation 50p 75p 90p 99p

Nginx 250 7% 8% 7% 6% 5%
Apache 350 8% 9% 10% 11% 15%
Lighttpd 500 10% 14% 9% 11% 13%
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3.7.6 Security

SPEC bugs During our evaluation, we confirmed three benign buffer overflow

bugs in SPEC, also reported by related work [146; 101]. 400.perlbench contains a

benign buffer overread of an identifier string in a memcmp call, which reads some

padding bytes inserted by slabification. The bug is caught by RedPool when the

access length is increased to access bytes in the next object, which is required for

exploitation. 464.h264ref contains two bugs: one on the stack and one in a global

variable. The latter is detected by default. The stack overflow produces undefined

behavior which is detected by LLVM, causing it to optimize the bug away during

vectorization. Turning off optimizations or marking the access as volatile allows

RedPool to detect the bug. For our performance evaluation, we applied the source

patch published by ASan to fix/ignore these bugs.

Security guarantees The spatial security guarantees of RedPool are generally

comparable to those of ASan (and similar solutions) for a given redzone size. Both

systems mitigate all contiguous buffer overflows (and underflows) and bounded

non-contiguous overflows up to the redzone size. The major difference is that

ASan is designed to detect spatial memory errors mostly for testing purposes,

whereas RedPool aims to only mitigate their exploitation. As a result, some

spatial errors detected by ASan may go undetected in RedPool, although their

exploitation is equally prevented. In particular, read/write accesses to padding

bytes introduced in some objects by slabification (e.g., right of glob1 in Fig-

ure 3.2) cannot be detected by RedPool. Exploiting such bugs, however, requires

an attacker to increase the number of overflowed bytes to include the redzone

or accessing previously corrupted padding bytes from neighboring objects in a

similar manner. In both cases, RedPool successfully mitigates these attacks by

detecting accesses to the redzones.

Note that RedPool’s predictable placement of redzones at fixed intervals is not

less secure than ASan’s placement directly adjacent to objects: both are determin-

istic and equally predictable. An attacker trying to exploit a non-contiguous spa-

tial bug is only limited by the size of a redzone, not by its placement (in fact, the

padding bytes might push the redzone farther away from the object and catch non-

contiguous overflows with longer reach).

Redzone impact RedPool supports scalable redzones, improving protection to in-

clude non-contiguous buffer overflows up to a large redzone size. To quantify the

effectiveness of this protection, we consider bounded non-contiguous overflows

caused by type confusion bugs and off-by-one accesses in arrays of structures.

Section 3.2 describes how exploitation of these bugs can be mitigated by select-

ing a large redzone size. RedPool can protect against non-contiguous bugs caused
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Figure 3.11: Distribution of struct type sizes in SPEC CPU2006 rounded up to the nearest size

class (on a log scale). 97% of all struct types fit in 512 bytes or less. Part of the graph is omitted

for readability on the right side, containing a small number of very large object sizes up to

100KB.

by type confusion as long as the redzone size is at least as big as the size differ-

ence between the confused structure types. When this is the case, any member of

the larger object type will either reside in the smaller object type, or in its upper

redzone. To prevent exploitation of off-by-one accesses in struct arrays, redzones

must be at least big as the array element size. In other words, RedPool can mitigate

both cases provided the redzone size is at least as big as any structure type that

occurs in either an unsafe typecast or as an array element type.

Figure 3.11 shows the sizes of all structure types in SPEC rounded up to the

nearest size class. The percentile numbers give a pessimistic (but unbiased) esti-

mate of types protected by RedPool for a given redzone size; in reality, static anal-

ysis can significantly reduce the candidate types for type confusion and off-by-one

errors. RedPool’s default configuration of 64-byte redzones protects against type

confusion and off-by-one errors for at least 75% of all object sizes. In contrast,

ASan’s default configuration of 32-byte redzones handles around 52% of object

sizes. Unlike ASan, RedPool can also scalably support 256-byte redzones with re-

alistic overheads, where the protection extends to around 94% of all object sizes.

In practice, the redzone size offers a knob that allows developers to trade security

for performance—with a low price of security compared to other redzone-based

solutions.

Temporal safety Besides the redzone size, an additional difference with ASan

(and similar solutions) is thatASandetects temporalmemory bugs such as inadver-

tent use-after-free accesses using redzones in freed object slots. However, while

this extra feature is beneficial for testing purposes (ASan’s primary purpose), it

is not at all useful for memory error exploitation prevention (RedPool’s primary

purpose). In particular, an attacker can simply massage the heap so that the tar-
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get slot is reused (in ASan, this translates to moving the target object out of the

quarantine) before triggering the exploit to evade ASan-style temporal memory

error detection [159]. Redzone-based systems that support sparser memory reuse

patterns [85] can make exploitation slightly more challenging, but cannot stop ex-

ploits without some form of garbage collection [48]. RedPool’s design can also

as easily compose with commodity garbage collectors [22], but provides the ad-

ditional benefit of being able to easily compose with lightweight temporal safety

solutions based on type-safe reuse due to the similar slab-like organization [160].

3.8 Related work

Bounds checking Spatial memory safety has been the subject of defensive re-

search for decades. Many systems have been proposed to detect spatial memory

bugs and/or prevent their exploitation, trading off performance, completeness and

compatibility. Most bounds checkers enforce the strict security invariant that a

derived pointer must always point to the same memory object as its base pointer.

This requires object bounds metadata to be stored for each pointer, and a bounds

check before each memory access that dereferences an untrusted pointer. Early

systems use fat pointers [18; 94; 125], extending pointers to store such metadata

alongside them. This leads to compatibility issues and non-trivial overheads when

applied automatically. On the other hand, storing metadata out-of-band to keep

the pointer representation intact also leads to impractical overhead and to incom-

patibility with temporarily out-of-bounds pointers [95; 176; 142; 51; 130], or are

imprecise due to limitations of static analysis [123]. The state of the art in bounds

checking uses pointer tagging [98] to encode per-pointer metadata in the pointer

itself [8; 61; 101; 26; 100]. This provides both high compatibility and efficient en-

coding/decoding of metadata.

Unfortunately, many real-world programs use unsafe coding patterns [38] that

make them incompatible with strict bounds checkers, hindering widespread adop-

tion. Instead, software vendors use software sanitizers that offer practical com-

patibility to detect only contiguous overflows during software testing. Address-

Sanitizer (ASan) [146] is the most widely used and works similar to RedPool: by

placing inaccessible redzones at object boundaries. An earlier implementation is

LBC [87] which, like RedPool, stores a guard value in redzones to provide a fast

path for bound checks. Both solutions use a shadow memory to store accessibil-

ity metadata for the slow path check. RedPool instead computes object bounds

based on a slabified memory layout, limiting memory overhead to that occupied

by redzones. More recently,Meds [85] has used page mapping tricks to effectively

increase the redzone size to 4MB to also detect non-contiguous overflows. While

this leads to high memory and runtime overheads, its increased bug detection rate

makes it highly suitable for sanitization during fuzzing. WIT [7] inserts redzones
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betweens objects to account for imprecise static analysis, and maintains a bit of

shadow memory per 8 byte of program memory. This approach can benefit from

improved metadata management due to slabification similar to RedShadow. Sec-

tion 3.7 extensively compares RedPool to state of the art bounds checkers based

on pointer tagging and redzones.

Slab allocation Commodity high-performance allocators organize heap memory

in slab caches to simplify metadata management in an effort to provide scalable

performance on multi-processor systems, with implementations at the kernel

level [23] (including the Linux kernel) and at the user level [73; 66]. Prior

academic solutions from the PL community use slab allocators to partition heap

objects based on points-to sets derived by static analysis. This is to optimize

memory hierarchy performance [52] or to efficiently enforce points-to invariants

during the execution [54]. Recent solutions for temporal safety [6; 160] use

type-based slab allocators, allocating each object from a type pool containing only

objects of the same type, to thwart common type-unsafe exploitation techniques

of temporal vulnerabilities such as use-after-free bugs and uninitialized reads.

RedPool is the first system to explore the benefits of full-coverage (heap, stack,

and globals) slab allocation for spatial memory safety.

3.9 Discussion and future work

Unaligned writes A special type of non-contiguous overflow is caused by un-

alignedmemory accesses. This is best explained with an example: consider a stack

buffer of 10 bytes char buf[10];. An attacker uses a type confusion vulnerability

in the program to craft an integer pointer to the last byte and writes a value there:

(int*)(buf + 9) = 0;. Because the access size is smaller than the redzone size,

only one fast check is emitted at buf+9, which succeeds because the buffer element

does not contain the guard value. The attacker is able to overwrite 3 bytes of the

redzone and repeat the attack at buf+12, etc., until the entire redzone is overwrit-

ten, each time passing the fast check because it first clears the guard value. The

conditions required for this attack are very specific and rare: the attacker needs a

type confusion vulnerability that allows crafting a pointer to exactly before a red-

zone, and a memory write to overwrite the guard value. Moreover, this needs to

happen iteratively and non-contiguously, writing at most redzone_size bytes at a

time and moving the pointer at least one byte before the next guard value each

time. This amount of control requires an almost arbitrary write primitive caused

by type confusion. An attacker with access to such a primitive can likely just jump

over the redzone altogether, which is why we opted not to employ additional in-

strumentation on writes to defend against this attack in RedPool.
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3.10 Conclusion

In this work, we showed that slabification of application memory enables efficient

redzone-based mitigation of spatial memory vulnerabilities. We presented Red-

Pool, a highly compatible and efficient bounds checker that organizes heap, stack,

and global memory as collections of slabs, each containing equally sized objects

interleaved with inaccessible redzones. RedPool initializes the redzones with un-

common guard values which allow a fast check to conclude quickly that a pointer

dereference does not target a redzone by comparing the memory targeted by the

pointer to the guard value. Only in the rare event that this is the case, a slower check

verifies if there really was an attack. Most importantly, RedPool features aggres-

sive redzone reuse—a novel method of redzone allocation and initialization that

allows it to efficiently scale the redzone size, providing stronger spatial safety guar-

antees than existing redzone-based defenses at a competitive runtime overhead of

26% and amemory overhead of 28% on SPEC CPU2006 in its default configuration

of 64-byte redzones. In resource-constrained environments with limited memory

availability, the memory overhead can be reduced to an almost negligible 3% by

limiting the redzone size to 16 bytes, still detecting all contiguous overflows.

In the spirit of open science, we will publish the source code of RedPool upon

publication of the corresponding research paper.
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